Revitalise your looks with Restylane
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There are some things that no amount of make up can cover, in particular dull skin and tell tale ageing
lines. Anti ageing creams may smooth the surface of the skin but facial lines occur at a much deeper
level. Whether you want to banish those give away lines or simply freshen your looks, the answer lies in
Restylane, the UK’s leading, instant aesthetic treatment. Restylane provides a natural revitalising
lift that lasts for nine long months.
Restylane is a crystal clear natural gel. It is injected into the skin to lift and smooth away lines to
provide a natural beauty boost and restore your skin’s youthful elasticity without loss of facial
expression. It replenishes what nature gives you and time takes away. Treatment effects can be seen
immediately and last six to nine months, far outlasting collagen. Restylane is ideal also for creating
fuller and more sensuous lips that are soft to kiss and natural to touch.
Dr Nick Lowe, leading London cosmetic dermatologist at the Cranley Clinic, author of Away with Wrinkles
says, “I am very comfortable treating my patients with Restylane because its safety and efficacy is
clinically proven and my patients love its effects. In over 2000 Restylane treatments, I have only seen
one mild reaction. I consider Restylane to be one of the safest soft tissue fillers available today.”
The beauty of Restylane is that its safety and efficacy is clinically proven and this is what sets it
apart from other injectable treatments. Made by Swedish company Q-Med, Restylane is the first hyaluronic
gel treatment to be approved by the FDA in the United States, having undergone the most stringent testing
in the world.
To find a Restylane trained cosmetic practitioner in your area and to ask any questions about Restylane,
please call the freephone Restylane Information Line on 0800 015 5548.
Visit www.restylane.co.uk
-endsFor more information about Restylane, Restylane medical aesthetics practitioners and
case histories, or photographs, please call Sue Bird on 01372 454210 or e: sue@suebird.biz
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